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Abstract
A class of semi-discrete third-order relaxation schemes are presented for relaxation systems which approximate systems
of hyperbolic conservation laws. These schemes for the scalar conservation law are shown to satisfy the property of total
variation diminishing (TVD) in the zero relaxation limit. A third-order TVD Runge–Kutta splitting method is developed
for the temporal discretization of the semi-discrete schemes. Numerical results are given illustrating these schemes on
one-dimensional nonlinear problems. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In [4], Jin and Xin proposed the following relaxation system:
@
@t
u +
@
@x
v = 0; u; v ∈ Rm; x ∈ R; t ¿ 0;
@
@t
v + A
@
@x
v =−v − F(u)

; (1.1)
as an approximation to one-dimensional (1-D) system of hyperbolic conservation laws
@
@t
u +
@
@x
F(u) = 0; x ∈ R; t ¿ 0: (1.2)
In the relaxation system (1.1)
A= diag(a1; a2; : : : ; am);
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and ap (p= 1; 2; : : : ; m) are positive constants satisfying the subcharacteristic condition, that is
A− (F′(u))2 ¿ 0 for all u; (1.3)
where F′(u) is the Jacobian matrix of Bux function F, it is clear that for u varying in a bounded
domain, condition (1.3) can always be satisCed by choosing suDciently large ap (p= 1; 2; : : : ; m).
The main advantage of numerically solving the relaxation system (1.1) over the original system
(1.2) lies in the special structure of the linear characteristic Celds and localized lower order terms. The
linear hyperbolic structure makes it possible to solve this system quite easily by the underresolved
stable numerical discretization that uses neither Riemann solvers spatially nor a nonlinear system
of algebraic equation solvers temporally. Since A is a constant matrix, it is convenient to construct
numerical schemes with high-order accuracy.
Currently, there are many studies concerning the asymptotic convergence of the relaxation systems
to the corresponding equilibrium conservation laws as the rate of relaxation  tends to zero, see, for
example, [1,12,8]. However, there are only few relaxation schemes and their computational results
available in the literature. In [4,5], the Crst-order and second-order schemes were presented and
analyzed. In this paper, we present a class of third-order non-oscillatory semi-discrete schemes for the
system of conservation laws (1.2) based on approximation (1.1). Since these semi-discrete schemes
have stiI source terms, we develop a method of third-order total variation diminishing (TVD) Runge–
Kutta splitting time discretization for the semi-discrete relaxation schemes. The rational for taking
this route is, since (1.1) is formally on O() perturbation to (1.2), one can manage to correctly
compute (1.1) without resolving the computational grid to O() (so one can push  to as small
as the local truncation without extra cost). The u-component is evolved explicitly by high-order
schemes, the special structure of the nonlinear terms makes it trivial to evolve the source terms
implicitly. This numerical method is simple, eDcient and stable, numerical tests also illustrate that
this method produces satisfactory results.
2. The semi-discrete relaxation schemes
In this section, we discuss the relaxation schemes for 1-D scalar conservation law, then extend
them to the 1-D hyperbolic system (1.2).
2.1. The relaxation scheme for the scalar conservation law
The scalar conservation law and its relaxation system with initial value can be written in the
following forms, respectively:
@
@t
u+
@
@x
f(u) = 0; x ∈ R; t ¿ 0 (2.1)
with initial value u(x; 0) = u0(x), and
@
@t
u+
@
@x
v= 0; x ∈ R; t ¿ 0;
@
@t
v+ a
@
@x
u=−v− f(u)

; (2.2)
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with initial values u(x; 0) = u0(x); v(x; 0) = f(u0(x)), where a is a positive constant and satisCes
subcharacteristic condition
−√a6 f′(u)6 √a for all u: (2.3)
Moreover, the relaxation system (2.2) can be rewritten into the two velocities “kinetic” formulation
[8], by just setting the two velocities
√
a and −√a, and deCning the Riemann invariants
w1 =
1
2
(
u+
v√
a
)
; w2 =
1
2
(
u− v√
a
)
; (2.4)
and the Maxwellians
g1(u) =
1
2
(
u+
f(u)√
a
)
; g2(u) =
1
2
(
u− f(u)√
a
)
: (2.5)
Then the relaxation model (2.2) becomes
@tw1 +
√
a@xw1 = G1; (2.6a)
@tw2 −
√
a@xw2 = G2; (2.6b)
where
G1 = (g1(u)− w1)=;
G2 = (g2(u)− w2)=:
From (2.4), one can easily obtain
u= w1 + w2; v=
√
a(w1 − w2): (2.7)
Let h denote the space step and vj be a numerical approximation of v(x; t) at (jh; t), for j ∈ Z. We
deCne
−vj+(1=2)=vj+(1=2)−vj−(1=2); j+(1=2)v=vj+1−vj; 2j v=j+(1=2)v−j−(1=2)v;
3j+(1=2)v=
2
j+1v−2j v:
The semi-discrete scheme for the convection equation (2.6a) can be written in the conservation form
d
dt
(w1)j +
√
a
h
[(w1)j+(1=2) − (w1)j−(1=2)] = (G1)j: (2.8)
The accuracy of scheme (2.8) only depends on spatial approximation to the term (w1)x, if a
third-order approximation of (w1)x is used, one can obtain a third-order scheme for (2.6a). For
Eq. (2.6a), it is reasonable to use upwind schemes. By computation, one obtains(
@w1
@x
)
j
=
1
h
[(w1)j+(1=2) − (w1)j−(1=2)]
=
1
h
{
j−(1=2)w1−16[(w1)j+2−3(w1)j+2(w1)j−1]+(j+(1=2)w1−j−(1=2)w1)
}
+O(h3):
(2.9)
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To avoid oscillation of scheme (2.8) with the approximation (2.9), we add a term h3(@4w1=@x4)j to
the right-hand side of (2.9) and approximate it with the Bux limiters
h3
(
@4w1
@x4
)
j
=
1
h
(3j+(1=2)w1 − 3j−(1=2)w1) + O(h4);
and
3j+(1=2)w1 = 
2
j+1w1 − 2jw1 ≈ −(1−  1; j+(1=2))2jw1;
3j−(1=2)w1 = 
2
jw1 − 2j−1w1 ≈ −(1−  1; j−(1=2))2j−1w1:
Moreover, 2j+1w1 and 
2
jw1 are approximated by the following forms, respectively:
2jw1 ≈ (1− ’1; j+(1=2))j+(1=2)w1; 2j−1w1 ≈ (1− ’1; j−(1=2))j−(1=2)w1:
So we get
h3
(
@4w1
@x4
)
j
≈ −1
h
−[(1−  1; j+(1=2))(1− ’1; j+(1=2))j+(1=2)w1:
Now we choose limiter functions ’1 and  1 to make the scheme (2.8) have a third-order accuracy
in smooth regions of w1 except near local extrema.
’1; j+(1=2) = minmod(1; r1; j+(1=2)); r1; j+(1=2) =
j−(1=2)w1
j+(1=2)w1
; (2.10a)
 1; j+(1=2) = minmod(1; 1; j−(1=2); ˜1; j+(1=2)); (2.10b)
i; j−(1=2) =
(1− ’1; j−(1=2))j−(1=2)w1
(1− ’1; j+(1=2))j+(1=2)w1 ; ˜1; j+(1=2) =
(1− ’1; j+(3=2))j+(3=2)w1
(1− ’1; j+(1=2))j+(1=2)w1 ;
where
minmod(x; y; z) =
{
sign(x)min{|x|; |y|; |z|} if sign(x) = sign(y) = sign(z);
0 otherwise:
Certainly, one can select other limiters, such as Van Leer’s limiter [11]
’1; j+(1=2) =
r1; j+(1=2) + |r1; j+(1=2)|
1 + r1; j+(1=2)
; r1; j+(1=2) =
j−(1=2)w1
j+(1=2)w1
:
So we obtain a semi-discrete scheme with limiters (2:10) for Eq. (2.6a)
d(w1)j
dt
+
√
a
h
{
j−(1=2)w1 − 16[(w1)j+2 − 3(w1)j + 2(w1)j−1]
+ (j+(1=2)w1 − j−(1=2)w1)− −[(1−  1; j+(1=2))(1− ’1; j+(1=2))j+(1=2)w1}= (G1)j:
This scheme can be written in the form of (2.8)
d
dt
(w1)j +
√
a
h
[(w1)j+(1=2) − (w1)j−(1=2)] = (G1)j; (2.11)
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where
(w1)j+(1=2) = (w1)j − 16[(w1)j+2 − 2(w1)j + (w1)j+1] + j+(1=2)w1
− (1−  1; j+(1=2))(1− ’1; j+(1=2))j+(1=2)w1: (2.12)
Remark 2.1. If G1 = 0, the scheme (2.11) is a third-order scheme which satisCes the TVD property
for the linear convection equation @tw1 +
√
a@xw1 = 0. The proof of this property is similar to the
proof of Theorem 3:3 in the next section.
Similarly, one can obtain a third-order scheme for (2.6b)
d
dt
(w2)j −
√
a
h
[(w2)j+(1=2) − (w2)j−(1=2)] = (G2)j; (2.13)
where
(w2)j+(1=2) = (w2)j+1 − 16 [(w2)j − 2(w2)j+1 + (w2)j−1]
−j+(1=2)w2 + (1−  2; j+(1=2))(1− ’2; j+(1=2))j+(1=2)w2 (2.14)
and
’2; j+(1=2) = minmod(1; r2; j+(1=2)); r2; j+(1=2) =
j+(3=2)w2
j+(1=2)w2
; (2.15a)
 2; j+(1=2) = minmod(1; 2; j−(1=2); ˜2; j+(1=2)); (2.15b)
2; j−(1=2) =
(1− ’2; j−(1=2))j−(1=2)w2
(1− ’2; j+(1=2))j+(1=2)w2 ; ˜2; j+(1=2) =
(1− ’2; j+(3=2))j+(3=2)w2
(1− ’2; j+(1=2))j+(1=2)w2 :
Combining (2.4) with (2.11) and (2.13), we can obtain a third-order scheme for the relaxation
system (2.2)
d
dt
uj +
1
h
[vj+(1=2) − vj−(1=2)] = 0;
d
dt
vj +
a
h
[uj+(1=2) − uj−(1=2)] =−1 [vj − f(uj)]; (2.16)
where uj+(1=2) and vj+(1=2) denote
uj+(1=2) = (w1)j+(1=2) + (w2)j+(1=2); vj+(1=2) =
√
a[(w1)j+(1=2) − (w2)j+(1=2)]:
Here (w1)j+(1=2) and (w2)j+(1=2) are deCned by (2.12) and (2.14), respectively.
2.2. The relaxation scheme for system of conservation laws
We turn to the relaxation system (1.1) and the system of conservation laws (1.2). Let up and vp
denote the pth components (1 6 p 6 m) of u and v in the relaxation system (1.1), respectively.
Let wp1 and w
p
2 be the corresponding Riemann invariants
wp1 =
1
2
(
up +
vp√ap
)
; wp2 =
1
2
(
up − vp√ap
)
:
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Then, the third-order relaxation scheme of (1.1) can be written as
d
dt
uj +
1
h
[vj+(1=2) − vj−(1=2)] = 0;
(2.17)
d
dt
vj +
1
h
A[uj+(1=2) − uj−(1=2)] =−1 [vj − F(uj)];
where we have deCned Buxes uj+(1=2) and vj+(1=2) as follows:
(up)j+(1=2)=(w
p
1 )j+(1=2)+(w
p
2 )j+(1=2); (vp)j+(1=2)=
√
a[(wp1 )j+(1=2)−(wp2 )j+(1=2)]; p=1; 2; : : : ; m:
Here (wp1 )j+(1=2) and (w
p
2 )j+(1=2) satisfy the expressions of (w1)j+(1=2) and (w2)j+(1=2) deCned in (2.12)
and (2.14), respectively.
2.3. The time discretization
Based on [3] where a second-order TVD splitting method was discussed, we develop a third-order
TVD Runge–Kutta splitting method for the temporal discretization of the relaxation scheme (2.17)
with stiI source terms. The accuracy of this splitting method is discussed in the appendix. The
splitting method takes three implicit stiI source steps and three explicit convection steps alternatively.
Let Qt be the temporal step and Vnj be a numerical approximation of Vj(t) at t=nQt; n=0; 1; 2; : : : .
We denote
D0Vj =
1
h
(Vj+(1=2) − Vj−(1=2)):
Then applying the third-order TVD Runge–Kutta splitting method to (2.17) gives a splitting
scheme for the system (1.1)
u∗ = un; v∗ = vn − 3Qt

(v∗ − F(u∗))− Qt

(vn − F(un)); (2.18a)
u(1) = u∗ −Qt D0v∗; v(1) = v∗ −Qt AD0u∗; (2.18b)
u∗∗ = u(1); v∗∗ = v(1) + 2
Qt

(v∗∗ − F(u∗∗)) + 10Qt

(v∗ − F(u∗))− Qt

(vn − F(un)); (2.18c)
u(2) = 34u
n + 14(u
∗∗ −Qt D0v∗∗); v(2) = 34vn + 14(v∗∗ −Qt AD0u∗∗); (2.18d)
u∗∗∗ = u(2); v∗∗∗= v(2) − Qt

(v∗∗∗ − F(u∗∗∗))− 3Qt
4
(v∗∗ − F(u∗∗))
− 2Qt

(v∗ − F(u∗)) + Qt
2
(vn − F(un)); (2.18e)
un+1 = 13u
n + 23(u
∗∗∗ −Qt D0v∗); vn+1 = 13vn + 23(v∗∗∗ −Qt AD0u∗∗∗): (2.18f)
Here without ambiguity, we have omitted the subscript j.
Since the source terms are treated implicitly and the convection terms are treated explicitly, this
temporal discretization is stable independent of , given that the CFL condition from the convection
is satisCed. On the other hand, due to the special structure of the source terms, one does not need to
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solve any systems of nonlinear algebraic equations, in spite of the implicit nonlinear source terms.
In fact, we can always update u from the Crst equation, applying it to F(u), then solving the second
equation for v exactly, since v is linear in the relaxation system.
Remark 2.2. Let source terms be zero, that is, vj − F(uj) = 0, the splitting scheme reduce to the
third-order TVD Runge–Kutta scheme [9] for the following ordinary diIerential equations
d
dt
uj +
1
h
[vj+(1=2) − vj−(1=2)] = 0;
d
dt
vj +
1
h
A[uj+(1=2) − uj−(1=2)] = 0:
3. TVD properties of the relaxed schemes
The relaxed schemes are deCned as the limits of the relaxation schemes as  tends to zero,
see [4]. Since the leading behavior of the relaxation schemes is governed by the relaxed schemes
when  is small, it is important to study the behavior of the relaxed schemes. In this section,
we will prove that the relaxed schemes satisfy the TVD property for the scalar conservation law
(2.1).
Using a Hilbert expansion for (2.16), one gets the leading order equation (as  → 0) that is the
relaxed scheme.
vj = f(uj); (w1)j = g1(uj); (w2)j = g2(uj);
duj
dt
=
√
a
h
{[(w˜1)j+(1=2) − (w˜2)j+(1=2)]− [(w˜1)j−(1=2) − (w˜2)j−(1=2)]}; (3.1)
where
(w˜1)j+(1=2) = g1(uj)− 16 [g1(uj+2)− 2g1(uj) + g1(uj+1)] + j+(1=2)g1
− (1−  1; j+(1=2))(1− ’1; j+(1=2))j+(1=2)g1; (3.2)
(w˜2)j+(1=2) = g2(uj+1)− 16 [g2(uj)− 2g2(uj+1) + g2(uj−1)] + j+(1=2)g2
+ (1−  2; j+(1=2))(1− ’2; j+(1=2))j+(1=2)g2: (3.3)
Here g1 and g2 are deCned by (2.5).
Setting
!j+(1=2) =
1√
a
f(uj+1)− f(uj)
uj+1 − uj ; if uj+1 	= uj; !j+(1=2) =
1√
a
f′(uj); if uj+1 = uj:
By subcharacteristic condition (2.3), one can derive
06 1± !j+(1=2) 6 2: (3.4)
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From the deCnition of g1 and g2, we get
g1(uj+1)− g1(uj) = (1=2)(1 + !j+(1=2))j+(1=2)u;
g2(uj+1)− g2(uj) = (1=2)(1− !j+(1=2))j+(1=2)u: (3.5)
Substituting (3.5) into (3.1), the relaxed scheme (3.1) becomes
duj
dt
=
√
a
h
{
1
12
(1 + !j+(3=2))j+(3=2)u+
1
12
(1 + !j+(1=2))j+(1=2)u− 23(1 + !j−(1=2))j−(1=2)u
− 1
12
(1−!j−(1=2))j−(1=2)u− 112(1−!j−(3=2))j−(3=2)u+
2
3
(1−!j+(1=2))j+(1=2)u+Rj
}
;
(3.6)
where
Rj =−(j+(1=2)u− j−(1=2)u) + (1=2)−(1−  1; j+(1=2))(1− ’1; j+(1=2))(1 + !j+(1=2))j+(1=2)u
+(1=2)−(1−  2; j+(1=2))(1− ’2; j+(1=2))(1− !j+(1=2))j+(1=2)u:
Here ’1; j+(1=2); ’2; j+(1=2);  1; j+(1=2) and  2; j+(1=2) are slightly diIerent from the previous expression
deCned in (2.10a), (2.15a), (2.10b) and (2.15b), respectively. Without ambiguity, we still have used
the previous symbols, for example
’1; j+(1=2) = minmod(1; r1; j+(1=2)); r1; j+(1=2) =
(1 + !j−(1=2))j−(1=2)u
(1 + !j+(1=2))j+(1=2)u
;
 1; j+(1=2) = minmod(1; 1; j−(1=2); ˜1; j+(1=2));
1; j−(1=2)=
(1−’1; j−(1=2))(1+!j−(1=2))j−(1=2)u
(1−’1; j+(1=2))(1+!j+(1=2))j+(1=2)u ; ˜1; j+(1=2)=
(1−’1; j+(3=2))(1+!j+(3=2))j+(3=2)u
(1−’1; j+(1=2))(1+!j+(1=2))j+(1=2)u :
To prove the TVD property of the relaxed scheme (3.6), we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. The limiters in (2:10) and (2:15) satisfy the following properties:
06 ’i(r)6 1; −16 ’i(r)r − ’i(r)6 1; i = 1; 2;
06
 i(; ˜)

6 1; 06
 i(; ˜)
˜
6 1; i = 1; 2:
Proof. The proof of this lemma follows the deCnition of function minmod.
Lemma 3.2. If a semi-discrete scheme
duj
dt
=
1
h
(
Aj+(3=2)j+(3=2)u+ Bj+(1=2)j+(1=2)u− Cj−(1=2)j−(1=2)u− Dj−(3=2)j−(3=2)u
)
(3.7)
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satisfy the following conditions:
(H1) Aj+(1=2); Bj+(1=2); Cj+(1=2) and Dj+(1=2) are nonnegative; j ∈ Z;
(H2) Aj+(1=2) 6 Bj+(1=2); Dj+(1=2) 6 Cj+(1=2); j ∈ Z;
then it is TVD.
Proof. Setting
Sj+(1=2) = 1; if uj+1 − uj ¿ 0; Sj+(1=2) =−1; if uj+1 − uj ¡ 0;
The total variation of u can be written as
TV (u) =
+∞∑
j=−∞
|uj+1 − uj|=
+∞∑
j=−∞
Sj+(1=2)(uj+1 − uj):
Using (3.7), one can get
d
dt
TV (u) =
1
h
+∞∑
j=−∞
Sj+(1=2)[Aj+(5=2)j+(5=2)u+ (Bj+(3=2) − Aj+(3=2))j+(3=2)u
− (Bj+(1=2) + Cj+(1=2))j+(1=2)u+ (Cj−(1=2) − Dj−(1=2))j+(1=2)u+ Dj−(3=2)j−(3=2)u]
=
1
h
+∞∑
j=−∞
|uj+1 − uj|
[(
Sj−(3=2)
Sj+(1=2)
− Sj−(1=2)
Sj+(1=2)
)
Aj+(1=2) +
(
Sj−(1=2)
Sj+(1=2)
− 1
)
Bj+(1=2)
+
(
Sj+(3=2)
Sj+(1=2)
− 1
)
Cj+(1=2) +
(
Sj+(5=2)
Sj+(1=2)
− Sj+(3=2)
Sj+(1=2)
)
Dj+(1=2)
]
:
From (H1) and (H2), it is followed that
d
dt
TV (u)6
1
h
+∞∑
j=−∞
|uj+1 − uj|
[(
Sj−(3=2)
Sj+(1=2)
− 1
)
Aj+(1=2) +
(
Sj+(5=2)
Sj+(1=2)
− 1
)
Dj+(1=2)
]
6 0:
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. This lemma is an extension of the important TVD
criterion which was presented by Harten [2].
Theorem 3.1. The semi-discrete relaxed scheme (3:6) are TVD provided that the subcharacteristic
condition (2:3) is satis9ed.
Proof. Rj in (3.6) can be rewritten as
Rj =−(1=2)−’1; j+(1=2)(1 + !j+(1=2))j+(1=2)u− (1=2)− 1; j+(1=2)(1− ’1; j+(1=2))
(1 + !j+(1=2))j+(1=2)u− (1=2)−’2; j+(1=2)(1− !j+(1=2))j+(1=2)u
−(1=2)− 2; j+(1=2)(1− ’2; j+(1=2))(1− !j+(1=2))j+(1=2)u: (3.8)
Observing that
’1; j+(1=2)(1 + !j+(1=2))j+(1=2)u=
’1; j+(1=2)
r1; j+(1=2)
(1 + !j−(1=2))j−(1=2)u;
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 1; j+(1=2)(1−’1; j+(1=2))(1+!j+(1=2))j+(1=2)u= 1; j+(1=2)
˜1; j+(1=2)
(1−’1; j−(1=2))(1+!j−(1=2))j−(1=2)u;
 1; j−(1=2)(1− ’1; j−(1=2))(1 + !j−(1=2))j−(1=2)u=  1; j−(1=2)1; j−(1=2) (1− ’1; j+(1=2))(1 + !j+(1=2))j+(1=2)u
(3.9)
and
’2; j−(1=2)(1− !j−(1=2))j−(1=2)u= ’2; j−(1=2)r2; j−(1=2) (1− !j+(1=2))j+(1=2)u;
 2; j+(1=2)(1−’2; j+(1=2))(1−!j+(1=2))j+(1=2)u= 2; j+(1=2)
˜2; j+(1=2)
(1−’2; j−(1=2))(1−!j−(1=2))j−(1=2)u;
 2; j−(1=2)(1−’2; j−(1=2))(1−!j−(1=2))j−(1=2)u= 2; j−(1=2)2; j−(1=2) (1−’2; j+(1=2))(1−!j+(1=2))j+(1=2)u:
(3.10)
Substituting (3.9) and (3.10) into (3.8), the relaxed scheme (3.6) becomes
duj
dt
=
1
h
(Aj+(3=2)j+(3=2)u+ Bj+(1=2)j+(1=2)u− Cj−(1=2)j−(1=2)u− Dj−(3=2)j−(3=2)u);
where
Aj+(3=2) = 112
√
a(1 + !j+(3=2));
Bj+(1=2) =
1
12
√
a(1+!j+(1=2))+
2
3
√
a(1−!j+(1=2))+12
√
a
 1; j−(1=2)
1; j−(1=2)
(1−’1; j+(1=2))(1+!j+(1=2))
+
1
2
√
a
 2; j−(1=2)
2; j−(1=2)
(1−’2; j+(1=2))(1−!j+(1=2))+12
√
a
(
’2; j−(1=2)
r2; j−(1=2)
−’2; j+(1=2)
)
(1−!j+(1=2));
Cj−(1=2) =
1
12
√
a(1−!j−(1=2))+23
√
a(1+!j−(1=2))+
1
2
√
a
 1; j+(1=2)
˜1; j+(1=2)
(1−’1; j−(1=2))(1+!j−(1=2))
+
1
2
√
a
 2; j+(1=2)
˜2; j+(1=2)
(1−’2; j−(1=2))(1−!j−(1=2))+12
√
a
(
’1; j+(1=2)
r1; j+(1=2)
−’1; j−(1=2)
)
(1+!j−(1=2));
Dj−(3=2) = 112
√
a(1− !j−(3=2)):
From Lemma 3.1 and the condition (3.4), we get
Bj+(1=2) ¿ 112
√
a(1 + !j+(1=2)) = Aj+(1=2) ¿ 0;
Cj−(1=2) ¿ 112
√
a(1− !j−(1=2)) = Dj−(1=2) ¿ 0:
Using Lemma 3.2, one immediately gets the desirable result. The proof of Theorem 3:3 is com-
pleted.
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4. Numerical results and conclusions
In this section, we consider the Riemann problems of the 1-D Euler equations of gas dynamics
@
@t
u +
@
@x
F(u) = 0; (4.1)
with initial values
u(x; 0) = u0(x) = uL; if x 6 0; u(x; 0) = u0(x) = uR ; if x¿ 0;
where
u = (,; m; E)T; F(u) = (m; ,q2 + p; q(E + p))T:
Here ,; q; m = ,q; p and E are, respectively, the density, velocity, momentum, pressure and total
energy. For a polytropic gas, the equation of state is
p= (/− 1)(E − (1=2),q2):
We take /= 1:4 in the following computation. The relaxation system for (4.1) is
@
@t
u +
@
@x
v = 0;
@
@t
v + A
@
@x
u =−1

(v − F(u));
(4.2)
with initial values
u(x; 0) = u0(x); v(x; 0) = F(u0(x)):
Here A= diag{a1; a2; a3} with ak ¿ 0, for 16 k 6 3.
Since the 1-D Euler equations have three eigenvalues q; q ± c, where c =√/p=, is the sound
speed. In numerical tests, we can take a1 ¿ sup|q − c|; a2 ¿ sup|q| and a3 ¿ sup|q + c|, which
satisfy the characteristic interlace relations deCned in [1]. We use the relaxation scheme (2.17) and
splitting scheme (2:18) to solve (4.2).
The CFL number is deCned as
CFL =
Qt
h
max
16k63
√
ak :
Two sets of initial data are considered. One is proposed by Sod [10]
uL = (1; 0; 2:5)T; uR = (0:125; 0; 0:25)T: (4.3a)
The other is used by Lax [6]
uL = (0:445; 0:311; 8:928)T; uR = (0:5; 0; 1:4275)T: (4.3b)
For (4:1)–(4:3a), we choose a1 = 1; a2 = 2; a3 = 5:1 and take h = 0:04; CFL = 0:2;  = 10−8.
In Figs. 1–3, we solve (4:1)–(4:3a) to t = 2:0. Through this example, we compare the relaxation
scheme with the third-order nonoscillatory central scheme [7]. From numerical results, one sees that
two methods have the same accuracy.
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Fig. 1. System (4.1) with initial data (4.3a), density.
Fig. 2. System (4.1) with initial data (4.3a), velocity.
Fig. 3. System (4.1) with initial data (4.3a), pressure.
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Fig. 4. System (4.1) with initial data (4.3b), density.
Fig. 5. System (4.1) with initial data (4.3b), velocity.
Fig. 6. System (4.1) with initial data (4.3b), pressure.
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For (4:1)–(4:3b), we choose a1=2:5; a2=12; a3=22:2 and use h=1=150; CFL=0:64; =10−10.
In Figs. 4–6, Eqs. (4:1)–(4:3b) is solved to t = 0:16. In all Cgures, solid line are for the exact
solutions and “+” are for the numerical solutions.
By means of the special structure of local approximation for systems of conservation laws, we
present a class of third-order relaxation schemes, these schemes are simple and stable. This approach
can be applied to multidimensional hyperbolic systems and other nonlinear equations, such as degen-
erate hyperbolic problems. Since these relaxation schemes neither use Riemann solvers nor compute
eigenvectors of hyperbolic systems, it is possible to reduce computational time for complex sys-
tems. The third-order relaxed scheme for 1-D conservation laws is shown to satisfy TVD property.
Numerical tests also give satisfactory results.
Appendix. The order of accuracy of the splitting scheme
In this appendix, we will discuss the accuracy of the splitting schemes (2:18) for the semi-discrete
relaxation scheme (2.17), the scheme (2.17) can be written in general form
d
dt
U + H (U ) =
1

Q(U ): (A.1)
For simplicity, we consider the linear case with H (U ) =MU and Q(U ) =−NU , where M and N
are both constant matrices. Let = 1, then the splitting scheme (2:18) becomes
U ∗ = Un − 3N Qt U ∗ − N Qt Un; (A.2a)
U (1) = U ∗ −M Qt U ∗; (A.2b)
U ∗∗ = U (1) + 2N Qt U ∗∗ + 10N Qt U ∗ − N Qt Un; (A.2c)
U (2) = 34U
n + 14U
∗∗ − 14M Qt U ∗∗; (A.2d)
U ∗∗∗ = U (2) − N Qt U ∗∗∗ − 34N Qt U ∗∗ − 2N Qt U ∗ + (1=2)N Qt Un; (A.2e)
Un+1 = 13U
n + 23U
∗∗∗ − 23M Qt U ∗∗∗: (A.2f)
From nQt to (n+1)Qt, the exact solution of Eqs. (A.1) with H (U ) =M (U ) and Q(U ) =−NU
is
U ((n+ 1)Qt) = e−(M+N )QtU n:
Assume that ‖M‖Qt ¡ 1; 4‖N‖Qt ¡ 1 such that the invert of the matrices in the subsequent
context is valid. From (A:2), we get
U ∗ = (I + 3N Qt)−1(I − N Qt)Un; (A.3a)
U (1) = (I −M Qt)(I + 3N Qt)−1(I − N Qt)Un; (A.3b)
U ∗∗ = (I − 2N Qt)−1[U (1) + 10N Qt U ∗ − N Qt Un]; (A.3c)
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U (2) = 34U
n + 14(I −M Qt)U ∗∗; (A.3d)
U ∗∗∗ = (I + N Qt)−1[U (2) − 34N Qt U ∗∗ − 2N Qt U ∗ + (1=2)N Qt Un]; (A.3e)
U (3) = 13U
n + 23(I −M Qt)U ∗∗∗: (A.3f)
Note that in general MN 	= NM . Expanding (A.3a) and (A.3b) to O(Qt4)
U ∗ = (1− 4N Qt + 12N 2 Qt2 − 36N 3 Qt3)Un + O(Qt4); (A.4)
U (1) = [I − (4N +M)Qt + (12N 2 + 4MN )Qt2 − (36N 3 + 12MN 2)Qt3]Un + O(Qt4): (A.5)
Substituting (A.4) and (A.5) into (A.3c), one obtains
U ∗∗= [I − (M − 7N )Qt + (−14N 2 + 4MN − 2NM)Qt2
− (12MN 2 − 8NMN + 4N 2M − 56N 3)Qt3]Un + O(Qt4): (A.6)
Using (A.6) and (A.3d), one gets
U (2) = [I − 14 (2M − 7N )Qt + 14(M 2 − 3MN − 2NM − 14N 2)Qt2
−(N 2M +M 2N − (1=2)MNM − (1=2)MN 2 − 2NMN − 14N 3)Qt3]Un + O(t4): (A.7)
Combining (A.4), (A.5), (A.6) and (A.7) with (A.3e), we get
U ∗∗∗= [I − ((1=2)M + 32N )Qt + (14M 2 − 34MN + 34NM + 34N 2)Qt2 − (M 2N
−(1=2)MNM − (1=2)MN 2 + 14NMN + 14NM 2 + 14N 2M + 14N 3)Qt3]Un + O(Qt4):
(A.8)
Finally, substituting (A.8) into (A.3f), one can obtain the desirable result
Un+1 = [I − (M + N )Qt + (1=2)(M + N )2Qt2 − 16 (M + N )3Qt3]Un + O(Qt4)
= e(−M+N )QtU n + O(Qt4):
So we get a third-order solver for ODEs (A.1).
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